Purpose-built for ultra-heavy-duty mining applications, Flexicon bulk bag fillers handle filter cake, aggregates, abrasive minerals, dry chemical additives and other problematic materials that would choke or destroy general purpose fillers.

Flexicon fillers range from simple, rugged, manual models to automated, high capacity models with pallet dispensers and heavy duty drag chain pallet conveyors, weigh-filling one bulk bag per week to 20 per hour.

- Heavy-duty construction
- Mobile or stationary
- Manual or automatic
- Safety interlocked
- Interior or weatherproof
- Factory or on-site testing

Wide diameter fill head for loading of filter cake and irregular materials

Extreme-duty Bulk Bag Filler fed by Flexicon Flexible Screw Conveyor

BLOCK-BUSTER® Bulk Bag Conditioner and BULK-OUT® Bulk Bag Discharger also offered by Flexicon